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New constraints on theD production cross section
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Recent measurements of proton spectra issued from neutron beam interactions with a hydrogen target in the
0.221.6 GeV range are exploited to perform a new analysis of the bulk of the available appropriate data and
to extract from the latter theD-production cross section and related parameters. Among these, the slope
parameter of the angular distribution is accurately determined and shown to be close to the slope parameter for
pp elastic scattering for incident momentum larger than approximately 1.4 GeV/c. Constraints introduced by
isospin conservation are also briefly discussed.@S0556-2813~97!06211-0#

PACS number~s!: 13.75.Cs, 14.20.Gk, 25.40.Sc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proton-nucleus as well as heavy ion collisions in the Ge
nucleon range are generally analyzed in terms of trans
models ~see for instance Refs.@1,2#!. The latter require a
good knowledge of the elementary elastic and inelastic c
sections. The nucleon-nucleon elastic and inelastic cross
tions are rather well documented@3–6#. Above the inelastic
threshold, the main inelastic channel, namely one pion p
duction, is largely dominated by the intermediate excitat
of the D resonance. The lifetime of the latter being som
times of the same order of the time separation between
cessive hadron-hadron collisions~in a complex collision pro-
cess!, it is necessary to explicitly take account of theD
degrees of freedom. In the simplest~classical! description,
the knowledge of the cross sections for processes involv
D resonances is required. For some cases, like theND→ND
scattering,1 the information can be obtained from model ca
culations only. For other cases, like theNN→ND production
process, the cross section can be inferred from experime
data. Unfortunately, for this particular case, only a limit
amount of data is available@3,6–8#. The recent measure
ments@9# of small angle proton spectra innp collisions in
the 0.221.6 GeV range offer an opportunity to gain mo
information about thenp→ND reaction parameters. Th
purpose of this paper is to reanalyze the bulk of the exis
data including these new measurements in order to impr
the knowledge of theNN→ND cross section, of the angula
distribution of the producedD ’s, and of related parameter
The paper is divided as follows. Section II makes a br
survey of the aspects of the experimental method use
Ref. @9# that are relevant for our purpose. Section III d
scribes the parametrization of the elastic and inelastic co
butions adopted in this work and the motivation for th
choice. Section IV gives the results yielded by our glob
analysis of the data. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to the disc
sion of the results and of the implications of the latter for t

*On leave of absence from University of Lie`ge, Physics Depart-
ment, B5, B-4000 Sart Tilman Lie`ge 1, Belgium.

1N stands generically forn or p.
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calculations of the proton-nucleus collisions in the Ge
range.

II. THE NEUTRON-PROTON MEASUREMENTS
AT SATURNE

The data consist of proton recoil spectra issued from
interaction of quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams with a
uid hydrogen target. Momentum evaluation and identific
tion of protons are made using a magnetic spectrometer.
tails of the experimental technique and full presentation
the data are given elsewhere@9# ~the data shown in the fig
ures below can be considered as a very partial account o
results described in Ref.@9#!. Neutron beams are obtaine
from deuteron stripping on a Be target@10# from 0.1 to 1.15
GeV/nucleon and from3He breakup from 1.15 to 1.6 GeV
nucleon. The consistency of the two methods has b
checked@9#. The neutron beam energy is spread by neut
Fermi motion inside the incident composite particle. T
neutron beam profile is evaluated from the measured pro
spectra considering the width~FWHM! of the elastic peak as
the quadratic sum of the spectrometer resolution~3%! and
the incident neutron dispersion. This procedure is justified
least by the presence of a well-defined elastic proton p
~without any tail! under the inelastic threshold for the case
incident deuterons. For the case of incident3He particles,
such a direct check has not been done. However, the det
analysis of Ref.@9# shows that the neutron beam is large
monoenergetic, corresponding to a Gaussian shape, ex
perhaps for the highest3He energy, where a tail of a few
percent might exist. Let us notice that in the energy ran
under study in this paper, the considered obversables
smoothly varying with energy and the possible small t
component of the beam is not expected to influence
analysis. The calculated values of the FWHM of the neut
beam profile are presented in Table I. The neutron be
intensity has been determined by using the elastic cross
tion of Ref. @11#. To ensure a proton detection efficiency
100%, a cut is applied at 3° or 5.5° to the proton emiss
angle. The background created by the windows of the hyd
gen target, which represents 5 to 15% of the detected yie
2431 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Calculated FWHM of energy distribution of neutrons produced byd and 3He breakup on a Be
target.

d1Be

d momentum (MeV/c) 645 955 1219 1464 1696 1866
FWHM (MeV/c) 57.74 65.50 75.31 85.92 96.80 105.08

3He1Be

3He momentum (MeV/c) 1866 2033 2142 2251 2359
FWHM (MeV/c) 170.08 178.23 183.60 188.78 193.84
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has been measured and systematically subtracted from
measured proton spectra.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE D PRODUCTION
CROSS SECTION

A. Basic formulas

We start with the inclusivenp→p1X cross section
~similar considerations can be made for any of t
NN→N1X cross sections!. In the energy range covered b
the experiment of Ref.@9#, we decompose it into three com
ponents:

ds

dVdp
5S ds

dVdpD
el

1S ds

dVdpD
D

1S ds

dVdpD
p.s.

, ~3.1!

corresponding to the elastic scattering,D production and
‘‘direct’’ ~phase space! pion production, respectively. W
adopt here a semiclassical picture of pion production: p
duction of D particles with a definite mass and no interfe
ence between direct and resonant pion production. We
comment on this point below. The first term in Eq.~3.1! can
be written, in the c.m. frame, as

S ds

dVdpD
el

5d~p2pc.m.!selA$eBnpt1aeBnpu1ceacu%,

~3.2!

wherepc.m. is the neutron~or proton! c.m. momentum,sel is
the elastic neutron-proton cross section and the curly bra
gives the angular distribution in terms of the Mandelst
variablest andu. The latter quantities are related to the po
angleup of the outgoing proton~relative to the direction of
the incident neutron! by

t522pc.m.
2 ~cosup11!, u52pc.m.

2 ~cosup21!. ~3.3!

The parameterA is fixed by normalization, as the angula
integration of Eq.~3.2! should givesel . In the following, the
latter is taken from the systematics of Ref.@6#. In the energy
range under study, it differs from the values given in R
@11# by 2 to 3% at the most. A careful analysis of thenp
available elastic data@12–20# in the 0.3-1.6 GeV inciden
energy range has allowed to determine the parame
Bnp ,ac ,a andc rather accurately . The parameterac turns
out to be close to 100~GeV/c)22. The incident momentum
dependence of the other parameters is shown in Fig. 1. T
can be parameterized as
the
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Bnp59.87– 4.88plab, plab,1.1 GeV/c

53.6810.76plab, plab.1.1 GeV/c,

a5S 0.8

plab
D 2

, ~3.4!

c56.23 exp~21.78plab!, plab,1.7 GeV/c

50.3, plab.1.7 GeV/c.

In these relations,plab should be expressed in GeV/c andBnp
is given in ~GeV/c)22. The piecewise linear dependence
Bnp ~with plab), though largely sufficient, has been adopt
for simplicity. It is responsible for the change of slope in t
dashed curve of Fig. 1. The third term in the curly bracket
Eq. ~3.2! accounts for the rapid rise of the cross section
very backward angles, which is due to the charged pion
change process@21,15#. For plab,0.8 GeV/c, where the an-
gular distribution is largely symmetric and more isotrop
we used the same parametrization~with a polynomial of
fourth degree in cosu) as in Ref.@22#.

The second term in Eq.~3.1! stands for the protons emit
ted, either directly in thenp→pD0 process or indirectly in
the D decay following thenp→pD0 and np→nD1 reac-
tions. In order to write down this contribution we param

FIG. 1. Incident momentum dependence of the parameters@Eq.
~3.2!# describing the angular distribution in elasticpn scattering.
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56 2433NEW CONSTRAINTS ON THED PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION
etrize thenp→pD0 cross section as follows. Letf (mD) be
the probability density for the creation of aD particle of
massmD . We then write

ds

dVDdmDdpD
5snp→pD0f ~mD!B~eBint1eBin~ t12t !!

3
pD

c.m.pin
c.m.

p
d~pD2pD

c.m.!, ~3.5!

where pD
c.m. is the c.m. momentum of theD particle with

massmD and pin
c.m. is the incident neutron c.m. momentum

The mass distribution function is taken proportional to t
pion-nucleon cross section

f ~mD!5FN

q3

q31~0.18!3

1

114S mD21.215

0.130 D 2 , ~3.6!

with

q5
A@mD

2 2~mN1mp!2#@mD
2 2~mN2mp!2#

2mD
, ~3.7!

wheremN andmp are respectively the nucleon mass and
pion mass. In Eq.~3.6!, q and mD should be expressed i
GeV/c and GeV, respectively, andFN is a normalization
constant determined by

E
mD

i

mD
s

f ~mD!dmD51, ~3.8!

wheremD
i 5mN1mp and mD

s is the maximum value ofmD

allowed by energy conservation, i.e.,As2mN , As being the
np c.m. energy. The quantityB in Eq. ~3.5! is a normaliza-
tion constant~ determined by the fact that integrating over
variables the r.h.s. should givesnp→pD0). It is given by

B5
Bin

2
eBin~ t02t1!, ~3.9!

where t0 and t1 are the maximum and minimum values
the Mandelstam variablet5(pD2pn)2. An expression simi-
lar to Eq.~3.5! holds for thenp→nD1 process. From thes
expressions, we write the second term in Eq.~3.1! as

S ds

dVdpD
D

5E dmDS ds

dVDdmDdpD
D

up5p2uD ,p5pD

1 (
D5D0,D1

S ds

dVDdmDdpD
D S ]~VD ,pD!

]~V,p! D ,

~3.10!

where we have introduced the Jacobian corresponding to
‘‘transformation’’ of theD parametersVD ,pD to those of the
produced protonV,p through theD decay. The latter can b
evaluated from the following model forD decay. The helic-
ity l of the D particle is supposed to be equal to cos2u,
whereu is the c.m. polar angle at which it is produced. T
e

he

angular distribution of the produced pions~or of the emitted
nucleons! is taken as due to ap-wave decay

ds

dV
5113l cos2up , ~3.11!

whereup is the angle between the pion direction and theD
direction in the rest frame of the latter.

The last contribution in Eq.~3.1! can be written as

S ds

dVdpD
p.s.

5sp.s.
inelNe2ap'E d3p2

~2p!3E d3pp

~2p!3

3d~pW 1pW 21pW p!d~e1e21ep2As!,

~3.12!

with obvious notation,N being a normalization constant de
termined by the fact that integrating overpW should givesp.s.

inel .
Distribution~3.12! differs from the uniform phase space de
sity model by the presence of the exponential factor, wh
p' is the proton transverse momentum. This factor is nec
sary for reproducing the results accurately. Note that thi
in keeping with the peripheral nature of the one pion prod
tion model, which favors the production of the nonreson
~pion 1 nucleon 2! production along the longitudinal direc
tion.

Parametrizations~3.5!–~3.12! rest on a semiclassical pic
ture of the pion production process. They indeed imply o
shellD-particles with definite mass and helicity. They can
viewed as a practical way to describe the measurement
even as a convenient formulation allowing a tractable tre
ment of theD degrees of freedom in transport models. Th
nevertheless retain the basic features of thenp→NNp cross
sections as calculated in the one pion exchange model@8,23#:
the resonant~nonsymmetrical! shape centered aroundmD in
the dependence upon the pion-nucleon energy variable,
exponentialt dependence and the symmetry between neu
pion and charged pion exchange, ensured through the s
metrizedt dependence of Eq.~3.5!. Of course, interference
terms are neglected in this approach. According to Ref.@8#,
they are not important.

The parametric form of cross section~3.1! may look
rather complicated. We want to stress however that the
culation of this quantity is straightforward by using simul
tion methods, as it is commonly done in transport mode
We refer to Refs.@6,24# for a brief description of the meth
ods.

B. Extraction of the NN˜ND cross section parameters

Having determined the elastic part of thenp→p1X in-
clusive cross section, we performed a global fit of the inel
ticity parameters, i.e., the same set of parameterssp.s.,
snp→DN , Bin and a is used to fit all kinds of data~proton,
pion! irrespective of the emission angle. The parameters
allowed to vary with the neutron incident energy, except
a, as it turned out that a good fit is already obtained with
constant value. We did not attempt to reach a minimumx2

fit. As can be seen below, the quality of the fits is alrea
very good and provides a parametrization of the cross s
tions of sufficient accuracy for being used as input in tra
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FIG. 2. Proton spectra integrated from 0 to 3°~circles! resulting from collisions of neutrons~of incident energyEn) on a hydrogen target
compared to a fit using formula~3.1!. The data~symbols! are taken from Ref.@9#. The experimental error bars are not shown, but are of
order of, or smaller than the size of the circles. The fit is given by the histograms and corresponds to the simulation of;106 events.
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port model calculations. In keeping with the usual proced
adopted in these calculations, we assume that the cross
tions snp→D0p , snp→D1n andsp.s. sum up to the~relatively
well-known! total inelastic cross section. In the energy ran
covered in this work, this seems largely reasonable~see the
discussion in Sec. IV!. The results of the fitting procedur
are given in the next section.

IV. RESULTS

A. Analysis of the data

The data of Ref.@9# refer to proton spectra issued fro
interactions of a neutron beam at various energies exten
from 0.2 to 1.6 GeV (0.644 to 2.358 GeV/c incident mo-
mentum, repectively! with a hydrogen target. They corre
spond to integration over polar angles from 0° to 3° a
from 0° to 5.5°. The kind of agreement reached by the fitt
procedure is given in Fig. 2. An equally good agreemen
obtained for the data corresponding to the@0,5.5°# interval.

Before analyzing the effects of the ingredients of the
rametrization, let us look at the various contributions of t
inelastic part. They are given in Fig. 3 forEn50.8 GeV
(plab51.463 GeV/c). The most important contribution
comes from the protons associated with aD0 produced at
backward c.m. angles. The protons then appear with a
mentum of the order of 1 GeV/c. The protons associate
with a D0 emitted in the c.m. forward angles appear in t
e
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e
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d
g
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-
e
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small bump aroundp'0.3 GeV/c. Although the production
is symmetric in the c.m., the height of this bump is mu
smaller than the one of the main peak because the same
angle in the lab system corresponds in the c.m. system
different solid angles, in fact proportional to the square of
outgoing momenta. The protons issued from the decay of
D0’s and of theD1’s appear as an almost structureless ba

FIG. 3. Splitting of the inelastic part of the proton spectrum
various contributions, as indicated by Eq.~3.10! in np collisions at
En50.8 GeV neutrons.
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56 2435NEW CONSTRAINTS ON THED PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION
ground. The ‘‘direct’’ ~phase space! production mechanism
does not contribute at this energy.

The influence of several ingredients of the chosen par
etrization are illustrated in Fig. 4. In the first part, the angu
distribution proposed in Ref.@22# and used in many transpo
codes has been introduced. It differs from the bracket of
~3.5! in the fact that theD particle production is limited to
very forward angles. In the second part of the figure, a sy
metric form of f (mD), centered on 1.232 GeV, has be
employed. Although the effect is not large~compared to Fig.
2!, the fit is definitely better with expression~3.5!. In the
third part, theD ’s are supposed to decay isotropically in the
rest frame. This modification, as well as the previous o
allows a more important production of protons in t
‘‘middle’’ of the available phase space, which is signalled
the small bump aroundp50.75 GeV/c in Fig. 4~c!. One can
realize that the chosen parametrization form is well adap
to the data and should correspond rather well to the phys

FIG. 4. Illustration of the importance of some of the ingredie
of formula ~3.10!. The data are the same as those in the upper r
corner of Fig. 2. The elastic contribution is the same for the th
cases. The vertical scale has been changed to magnify the ine
contribution in the central and lower part of the figure. See text
detail.
-
r

q.

-

,

d
al

effects that have inspired our choice, even though the form
lation is of classical nature.

A larger angular range can be tested using the data
Refs. @7,8#. The measurements are similar to those of R
@9#, but the incident energy range extends fromEn50.74 to
1.18 GeV (plab51.39 to 1.9 GeV/c) and the protons are
detected at definite angles. Figure 5 gives the comparison
a few angles atEn51.03 GeV (plab51.73 GeV/c). Fits of
similar or even better quality are achieved at the other en
gies.

We are mainly concerned here withnp data, basically
because there is no data of similar quality for thepp system,
as far as we know. In order to test the decomposition~3.1! in
this case, we however considered the data of Bugget al.
@25#, who measured angle integrated nucleon spectra in
incidence with pions inpp collisions atEp50.97 GeV. A
typical result is shown in Fig. 6. The agreement is sligh
less good than for thenp measurements, but this may be d
to the rather poor statistics of the measurements of Ref.@25#.

Finally, we also considered the pion data of Ref.@26#,
using the same ingredients as those of Eqs.~3.1!, ~3.5!, and
~3.11!. The results are shown in Fig. 7, which clearly dem
onstrates that the nonisotropic decay of theD particles is
favored by the comparison of the shape of the spectra, e
though the overall pion yield is overestimated by 10 to 15%2

Experimental support in favor of the anisotropic decay c
also be found in the measurements of Refs.@27,28#.

B. Values of the parameters

We consider the parameterssnp→DN , sp.s., a and Bin
successively. We remind the reader that isospin invaria
imposessnp→D0p5snp→D1n and that we kept the sum of th
first two parameters as

snp→DN1sp.s.5snp
inel . ~4.1!

The numerical value of the latter has been taken from R
@6#. The quantitysp.s. is found to be given by

sp.s.

snp
inel

50, plab,1.6 GeV/c

50.262plab20.419, plab.1.6 GeV/c, ~4.2!

whereplab should be given in GeV/c. The value of this ratio
seems to be slightly smaller than the value obtained in R
@7#, where a similar, but simpler, analysis of their data h
been performed. We found that a constant value
a56.5(GeV/c)21 is sufficient, in qualitative agreement wit
the analysis of Ref.@7#. The values ofBin yielded by our
analysis are given in Fig. 8 along with previously determin

2This could indicate that decomposition~3.1! with the chosen pa-
rametrization of the inelastic contributions is less valid for t
proton-proton case than for the neutron-proton case. However
has to keep in mind that the data shown in Fig. 7 are obtained f
extrapolation of measurements performed sometimes on a ra
limited range. That is why we did not try to improve the fit on th
piece of data.
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FIG. 5. Momentum spectra of protons emitted at various angles innp collisions atEn51.03 GeV (plab51.73 GeV/c), compared to a
fit using formula~3.1!. The data~symbols! are taken from Ref.@8#. The fit is given by the histograms.
-

-
h

e

sed

r-
values. A tentative fit to theplab dependence of all our ex
tracted values is provided by the following form:

Bin55.287F11expS 2
plab21.3

0.05 D G21

, plab,1.4 GeV/c

54.6510.706~plab21.4!, plab.1.4 GeV/c. ~4.3!

This is slightly different from the parametrization pro
posed in Ref.@6#, which rests on a few data only and whic

FIG. 6. Energy spectrum of neutrons emitted inpp collisions at
Ep50.97 GeV, compared to a fit using formula~3.1!. The data
~symbols! are taken from Ref.@25#. The fit is given by the histo-
gram.
is the same as theB-parameter forpp and pn elastic scat-
tering for plab>1.4 GeV/c. In particular, the form~4.3! is
rising slightly more steeply.

The value ofBin for D production inpp collisions is not
well known. Figure 8 suggests that it may be expected to b
similar to the one for thenp collisions.

C. Isospin cross sections

As mentioned in Secs. IV A and IV B, formula~3.1! gives
a very good representation of the data and can thus be u

FIG. 7. Energy spectrum of positive pions emitted inpp colli-
sions of 0.73 GeV incident energy compared to fits based on fo
mula ~3.1!. The data~symbols! are taken from Ref.@26#. The two
fits ~histograms! correspond toD ’s decaying isotropically~right
part! or anisotropically according to the law given by Eq.~3.7!.
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56 2437NEW CONSTRAINTS ON THED PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION
directly as input for transport calculations. The quest
arises to know whether it provides a faithful and practi
representation of the data or whether the various terms of
formula have a well defined physical meaning. Of cour
this question does not refer to the elastic contribution, bu
the inelastic terms, as the parametrization of the latter
based on some hypotheses. One may wonder for inst
whether the term which we call ‘‘D production’’ does really
give the importance of the formation of a physicalD. For
this to be true, the extracted value of this contribution sho
be consistent with the constraint imposed by isospin sym
try. This is the subject of this section.

The total inelasticnp cross section is the average of th
isospin T51 and T50 inelastic cross sections. The latt
can be obtained through the relations

sNN, inel
T50 52snp

inel2spp
inel , sNN, inel

T51 5spp
inel . ~4.4!

They are given in Fig. 9, using the parametrization of R
@6# for the empiricalpp andnp total inelastic cross section
~for the sake of clarity, a small bump of;3 mb in sNN, inel

T50

aroundplab;1.1 GeV/c is not shown!. The numerical val-
ues of sNN, inel

T50 are very similar to those given in Ref.@5#,
although they are smaller by;25% around 1.6 GeV/c.
This seems to be due to the dispersion of the available
for some of the inelastic channels~in particular thenpp0
channel! in this range, which allow somewhat different b
equally acceptable parametrizations ofsnp

inel andspp
inel . In any

case, belowplab'1.6 GeV/c, the T50 cross section is
small and the interpretation of the inelastic scattering, p
ceeding basically through theT51 channel, as due toD
production only is legitimate. Above this value, this assig
ment becomes questionable~even though the fit is good!, as

FIG. 8. Values of the slope parameter for the angular distri
tion of theD production innp collisions @see Eq.~3.5!#. The open
circles are the results of this work. When not shown explicitly,
error bars on the fitting procedure are less than the size of
symbols. The black circles are given by Ref.@6#, which is based on
the data of Ref.@7#. The triangle aroundplab.1.6 GeV is provided
by the present analysis of thepp data of Ref.@25#. The open square
corresponds also to thepp system and is taken from Ref.@6#. The
triangle atplab54 GeV/c is taken from Ref.@32#. The full line is a
simple fit of the data. Its shape is given by Eq.~4.3!. The dashed
line is extracted from Ref.@6#.
n
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the ‘‘direct’’ pion production (sp.s.), which could be aT50
process, does not exhaust the indicatedT50 cross section
~see Fig. 9!. Note, however, that the experimental situation
not so clear; there is some apparent ‘‘violation’’ of isosp
symmetry in the available one pion production data@5#.
Since assumptions based on that symmetry have to be m
in order to sum over all partial inelastic channels, this ine
tably influences in one way or the other the estimated to
inelastic cross section. It seems anyway that, in spite of th
uncertainties, there are good reasons@5,29# to believe that
the T50 channel is basically elastic below;1.6 GeV/c.
Above this value, the situation is uncertain. The careful
vestigation of Bystrickyet al. @5# shows that theT50 pion
production cross section could grow linearly from basica
zero at plab51.6 GeV/c to reach ;8 mb at
plab52.35 GeV/c (En51.6 GeV), not so much larger tha
our sp.s.. Summarizing this discussion, we can state t
there is no inconsistency, with respect to isospin symme
in our determination of theD-production cross section below
;1.6 GeV/c. Above this value the numbers extracted fro
our procedure cannot be more accurate than the differe
between the smallest estimate of theT50 cross section and
sp.s., which amounts to;20% at;2.2 GeV/c. Neverthe-
less, our parametrization keeps the property of providin
good representation of the data.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The three term formula~3.1! that we used to analyze pro
ton spectra embodies elastic scattering, production througD
resonances and ‘‘direct’’ production. TheD-production term
is inspired from a classical model, which considers the int
mediateD resonance as a classical particle with a defin
mass, determined stochastically event by event, accordin
distribution~3.6!. This procedure is basically the same as t
one adopted in most transport models to handle interact

-

e

FIG. 9. The full lines give the total inelasticpp and np cross
sections as parametrized in Ref.@6# and theT50 NN cross section,
obtained from Eq.~4.4! and these parametrizations. The dotted li
gives thenp→D1X cross section provided by the present analys
The black dots are the values of the same cross section give
Ref. @8#, assuming isospin symmetry and a symmetricD mass dis-
tribution. The curve joining the open circles represents the quan
sp.s. defined in Eq.~3.12! and extracted from the present analysi
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of the intermediateD with other particles in complex
p-nucleus or heavy ion collisions. However, Eq.~3.5! bears
some similarity with the results of one pion exchange m
els, as we have indicated in Sec. III. We have neglected
pion production, which indeed is vanishingly small below
GeV, but whose importance may correspond to a cross
tion of a few mb at 1.6 GeV. All the assumptions introduc
by Eqs.~3.1!–~3.11! are quite reasonable, except perhaps
the largest energies investigated here.

One of our main results is the determination of the para
eterBin ~Fig. 8!. The data of Ref.@9# being limited to small
angles do not probe a large domain oft. They alone do not
constraint the parameterBin very much, but rather the prod
uct snp→DBin @see Eqs.~3.5! and~3.9!#. The data of Ref.@8#
extending to much larger angles constrainBin more effi-
ciently. Note that the cross section falls down by a factor 4
so over the range of accessible values oft. It is interesting to
note that the values ofBin appear to be close to those of th
slope parameter forpp elastic scattering and to those ofpn
elastic scattering forplab larger than;1.4 GeV/c. The large
values ofBin in this range confirms the peripheral nature
D production.

The parameterssp.s. anda are rather well determined b
the fitting procedure. However their physical meaning
mains unclear. There is a definite need to introduce a c
ponent besides theD production. Otherwise, the yield is un
derestimated at low proton momemtum, forplab larger than
;1.6 GeV/c. This necessary contribution could origina
from several physical processes:~i! double pion production.
One pion exchange models predict a small contribution fr
this process in the kinematical range under investigation
though, experimentally, the total cross section for th
channels is rising sizably above 1.6 GeV/c. ~ii ! Excitation
of the Roper resonance, the missing yield being situated
at the corresponding kinematics.~iii ! Genuine direct one
pion production, as we have assumed.~iv! Final state inter-
action between the detected nucleon and the decay prod
of the resonance. The second possibility is very appeal
We have fitted the 1.6 GeV data quite well with a seco
resonance having an average mass of;1.5 GeV and a width
of ;0.15 GeV, but the required cross section amounts
;40% of the total inelastic cross section, which looks un
alistic for the Roper resonance. Presumably, the phys
i-
gy
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situation corresponds to a mixture of effects~ii ! and ~iii !
above. The limited amount of data does not allow to disc
mate among the various possibilities.

AssumingD production as the dominant process bias
the analysis in favor of aT51 dominance. We note howeve
that the experimental information onpp andnp total inelas-
tic cross section justifies this assumption forEn&1 GeV.
Additional support of this line of approach is provided by t
fact that we observe the sameBin for np andpp ~when the
latter is available! and by the quality of the fit itself. Let us
finally mention that fitting low energy data with the tot
inelastic cross section is rather surprising, as close to thr
old the np→dp0 process dominates. However this proce
extinguishes rather quickly and the cross-section never
ceeds 1.5 mb.

In conclusion, we have proposed a representation of
inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross-section below;1.6 GeV
and we have determined its parameters with a good accur
We did not attempt to ax2 fit, but proceeded through visua
evaluation of the quality of the fit. That convinces us nev
theless that the parameters are determined with an accu
sufficient to be used as data for transport calculations,
with an accuracy better than, say, 10%. We want to w
however the casual reader who would require a much be
accuracy, of the order of one percent, for instance. We h
also shown that thenp→DN cross section can be identifie
with the ~second! ‘‘resonant’’ term of our parametrization
~3.1! for incident energy up to;1 GeV. Above this value,
this identification is less and less reliable and the discrepa
may reach;20% atEn51.6 GeV, although the accuracy o
the whole parametrization remains the same. We have
determined the slope parameterBin with good accuracy in
the 0.6–1.6 GeV range, improving considerably the pheno
enological knowledge of this quantity. Parameters related
the ‘‘phase space’’ contribution are numerically determin
with good accuracy, but do not have an obvious physi
meaning. Let us finally notice that model descriptions of p
ton induced spallation reactions up to 1 GeV, which recen
received a renewed interest in relation with the so-called
brid systems@30,31#, can safely be pursed with the inelasti
ity restricted to theD production channel. They can bene
from the results obtained in this work.
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